Kaarin Alisa
Kaarin Alisa is a catalyst for spiritual growth and personal transformation. She has honed her abilities as
a change agent in the metaphysical and energetic arts for more than forty years, practicing as a spiritual
adviser, Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist, teacher, and energy practitioner. She has helped people from
all walks of life realign to their highest truth, so they are better able to pursue their dreams and
ambitions.
Sometimes sassy, always heart-driven, Kaarin is passionate about higher consciousness and her inner
calling is to help humanity raise the collective consciousness by helping as many people as possible raise
their individual consciousness. As she says:
“There’s no trick to achieving higher consciousness. You merely need to intend it, and
set action toward it, to realize it. Let go of fear and open your mind!”
As a child, Kaarin was blessed with intuitive vision that society tried to suppress, sometimes with painful
consequences. But thanks to her burning desire to be of real service to others, she kept her intuition
intact, and by the age of 15, she was giving readings and working as a psychic medium. At that time, she
also began work on the Rabika Oracle, an uncanny divination card system. This tool took more than 20
years to develop, and can now be experienced as free online readings; soon, also to be available as a
physical card set and accompanying guidebook.
Over the years, Kaarin has authored many books in diverse genre such as technology, history, selfempowerment, metaphysics, and spiritual living. Her latest bestselling book, Bare Bones: The
Unabridged Life of Yeshua son of Joseph from Galilee, reveals Jesus’ largely-misunderstood life as it was
disclosed to her through her many conversations with him. Other books available now from Kaarin
include these compilations: The Energy of Receiving, I’m Having It, and Manifest Change. Kaarin is
working on several new books such as Divine Sword: The Life and Work of Priestess Miriam from
Magdala, 12 Master Tools: Given to You at Birth and Mostly Misunderstood, and Recipe for a Queen.
Kaarin also runs the Goddess Speak Project, and is in the process of developing The Center for Conscious
Choice.
Her transformational show on KCOR Digital Radio called Consciousness Revolution is an extension of her
inner calling. Kaarin also offers classes, webinars, and private sessions by appointment.
You just can’t keep a good woman down. Try and she’s likely to fly!

